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Master's
1 70730901 -

"Hydrotechnical
facilities (in water
industry)"

70730901-Hydrotechnical constructions master's degree
students get knowledge on: educational and educational process,
development of project search and project estimate documents,
improvement of hydraulic constructions, scientific-research works.

2 70812801 -
"Construction and use
of hydroelectric
power stations"

70812801-HES graduates receive knowledge on the
construction and use of, hydroelectric power stations, research
and design processes, education and training process, project
search and project estimate documents.

3 70812501 - "Use of
hydraulic facilities,
their reliability and
safety"

70812501-Usage of hydrotechnical structures, their
reliability and safety master's degree students will learn about:
educational and training process, project search and development of
project estimate documents, process of using hydraulic structures,
reliability assessment of hydrotechnical structures, control of safety.

4 70812502 -
"Operation and
diagnosis of pumping
stations and devices"

70812502-Usage and diagnosis of pumping stations, master's
degree majors receive knowledge on the objects of their professional
activity: educational and training process, project search and project
estimate documents, pumping stations and devices, scientific
research and design processes.

5 70730904 -
"Organization and
technology of
construction of
hydraulic facilities"

70730904-Organization and technology of the construction
of hydraulic structures master's degree students: conducting
scientific research activities in production associations, on the
organization and technology of the construction of hydraulic
structures in the entities of basin departments, irrigation system
departments, water construction and irrigation trusts, industrial and
business organizations  they will learn about the means, methods,
methods and methods of human activity aimed at solving complex
problems, organizing work in the development of architecture -
construction industries and sectors, defining the perspective,
professional knowledge, and the ability of authority.

6 70111202 -
"Engineering graphics
and design theory"

70111202-Engineering graphics and design theory
graduate students: teaching subjects related to the specialty
in all educational organizations;  they will get knowledge on
carrying out scientific research activities, carrying out
scientific research works in network research institutes,
centers, scientific production associations, designing and
managing the process in network departments and
institutions.


